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Leader Dogs for the Blind
What Makes this Rochester Hills Organization Unique?
By Maryann Blodgett Wilshere

W

hat sets the Leader Dogs for the Blind organization in
Rochester Hills, Michigan, apart from other guide dog
organizations? When I interviewed Rachelle Kniffen, Director of
Communications and Marketing, she shared the many ways Leader
Dog is unique.
People who are visually impaired or blind need to have good
mobility skills to know where they are going and how to get there
whether they have a dog or not; the dogs are a safety feature. Leader
Dog provides white cane training (the formal name is Orientation and
Mobility Training) on their campus. The free, one-on-one, week-long
orientation and mobility (O&M) training instruction is tailored to
each client’s capabilities, allowing individual needs to be met in
a much shorter time frame than traditional O&M programs.
Some people who attend O&M training choose to return
to Leader Dog to get a guide dog; some want to continue
using a cane. Leader Dog clients come to Rochester Hills
for the free 3-week Guide Dog Training to learn
how to work with a guide dog. If the client is
unable to come to campus, home training can
be provided.
People who are blind or visually impaired endure hardships others
can barely imagine. Things that were once routine and taken for
granted suddenly become insurmountable hurdles. That’s where
Leader Dogs for the Blind steps in. With a newly found confidence
and ability to travel independently, clients can once again—or
perhaps for the first time ever—live a healthy lifestyle that benefits
their mental and physical well-being. The boost in confidence and
mobility skills gives many clients the momentum needed to reconnect
with their community, to further their education, or use mass transit
to get to to a destination safely. This provides peace of mind not
only to themselves, but also to their family and friends.
“In every Leader Dog lies the heart of a Lion.” In 1939, members
of the international humanitarian organization, Lions Clubs
International, founded Leader Dogs for the Blind. The Lions have
been dedicated
ambassadors and loyal
supporters of Leader Dog
since that time. To this
day, the mission of the
Lions, “We serve,”
perfectly complements
the Leader Dog mission
of providing safe and
independent daily travel
for people who are blind
Original farmhouse; 1939 beginnings.
or visually impaired.
Later converted to the dorms in the 1950s.

Another uniqueness of Leader Dog is their many Spanish-speaking
clients from Spain and Mexico. These international clients love
everything Michigan or Rochester Hills, making the city and Leader
Dog very well known. It all began in 1963 when Lions International
President Jorge Bird of Puerto Rico brought a Spanish soldier, who
had been blinded by a shell explosion, to get a dog. When the soldier
returned to Spain he received much press and the Lions were
recognized as the group that “gave the dog to someone in Barcelona.”
The association of Lions of Spain and Leader Dog continues to
this day.
An additional program offered by Leader
Dog is a free Summer Experience Camp for
kids ages 16 and 17. This week-long camp
provides not only skill building activities,
mobility training, and training for how to
use a personal GPS device, but they get to
meet other kids in their same situation.
Wonderful friendships develop, and many
campers return as camp counselors.
Maryanne O'Donnell, a volunteer since 2017, shared with me how
one thing the clients all tell her is that people are afraid to approach
them. She felt it too:
Initially hesitant to speak with the visually impaired clients,
I was afraid I might offend or just say the wrong thing. So what
impacted me the most from my first day with the clients is that
despite their loss of sight, I find them engaging, interesting, and
wanting to visit. Otherwise they are exactly like you and me.

L

eader Dog relies heavily on volunteers. There are over 300 who
serve in reception, client services, the canine center with the dogs
and puppies, and philanthropy. Rachelle says, It’s hard to tell who
are paid staff and who are volunteers—the dedication is the same.
There are also volunteer breeding host families
who house the dog dads and moms. If a family
hosts a mom, then the family also cares for
puppies until they are returned to Leader Dog
at about six weeks.
Gratefully, about fifty percent of puppy raisers
return to raise another puppy. The other fifty
percent of the puppy-raiser pool needs to be
continually replenished by Leader Dog. There are volunteer puppy
raisers in many states. Some raisers plan their vacation time around
returning their puppy and picking up their next puppy!
(Continued on Page 2)
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Unique Leader Dogs for the Blind

A Little “Leader Dog” History

(Continued from Page 1)

By Karen M. Lemon

Leader Dogs for the Blind in Rochester Hills has a wide
community, America, and world relationship.

As early as World War I, dogs have been used for military purposes,
after which they were re-trained to become guide dogs for visually
disabled soldiers returning from war. This concept came to America
in 1929 with Dorothy Eustis and Morris Frank.

• Bark & Brew has been an annual event
of brews, grub, live music, kids' play
area, and dogs for five years (except
for 2020). The event resumed this year
on June 5.
• Dinner in the Dark is an experience like no other and is normally
held at the Detroit MGM Grand. In March of this year this unique
experience went virtual. Guests from all over
the country purchased their very own virtual
Dinner in the Dark kit that included wine glasses,
blindfolds, bibs, menu and meal preparation
cards, and tuned in for a powerful program
highlighting some of Leader Dog’s clients.

Three members of the local Lions Club wanting to help a fellow
member, Dr. Glenn “Doc” Wheeler, attain entrance into a training
school for the blind, were unsuccessful. Undeterred, Charles Nutting,
Donald Schuur, and S.A. Dodge set out to find him a dog trainer.
Eventually they found Glenn Staines who agreed to train four Doberman
dogs. This resulted in the first graduation class in the fall of 1938.

• Tours of the Leader Dog campus are available most months
to area residents and visitors but are currently suspended due
to the pandemic.
• After the pandemic subsides, speakers are available for schools,
local groups, and organizations who want to host a fundraiser
for Leader Dog.

• Also anticipated is the return of Harness the Power of Leadership
workshops given at businesses, clubs, and universities. It teaches
leadership skills using clear “people” communication and feedback skills based on how Leader Dog trains clients to work with
dogs. Rachelle explains, Clear communication gets you to where
you want to go and using feedback helps with decisions.
eader Dogs for the Blind provides the
tools and training to reintroduce people
to a life of independence, confidence, and
companionship. It’s a way of living that
leads to a new perspective on life.▼

L
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Local citizens came out to witness the first graduating class in
the fall of 1938. Pictured are (L to R) William Joyce, Earl Morrey,
Dr. Glenn Wheeler, and Paul Brown.

The hunt for a location and trainers began in earnest. A farm at the
corner of Avon and Rochester Road was purchased. The trainers and
clients lived in the house; the barn served as the kennel. As the program
evolved so did the type of dog used in the training, eventually moving
from the original Dobermans to German Shepherds and Golden and
Labrador Retrievers. Individuals and clients from around the world
come here to be trained and observe the instructional facility. Our
community is proud to have this marvelous, unique organization call
Rochester home.▼
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We will no longer have a history to tell...
If we tear down our historical buildings.
Editorial by Karen M. Lemon
Why do people choose to move to Rochester? Often, they are drawn to
the historical quaintness. A drive through the town is like experiencing
time travel: the Opera House, the first National Bank of Detroit, and
many examples of nineteenth century architecture line Main Street.
Sightseeing through town, visitors can see the Rochester Elevator, a
large, unique, colorful, old grain elevator which was used for storage
of grains—an impressive reminder of Rochester’s agricultural past.

B

ehind the elevator, follow the sight line north to see the old train
depot across the street. Looming south of the elevator is the
Western Knitting Mills, a large brick building repurposed into a lively
restaurant and office suites. Visit the lower level of the former knitting
mill to see the original stone walls painted white. Imagine the flocks of
sheep navigating these halls headed to the shearing stations, their wool
needed to make the knitted hats
and gloves produced at the mill.
Today, Rochester citizens can
appreciate this incredible building
that some claimed was “too far
gone to save.” Thankfully the
building was spared the wrecking
ball in the 1990s, because wiser
minds prevailed.
Rochester Community Schools
Just south of the mill today is a
Administration Building today.
parking lot for the Mills office
suites. In the 19th century, there stood three barn-shaped rooming
houses for the Mill employees. These included mostly single women
recruited from Royal Oak. Had at least one of the rooming houses
survived, it would have been an ideal opportunity to experience what
living conditions were for these young women who broke with
traditional norms by seeking work outside of the home.

This building, with all its history, can be repurposed into a civic center
or arts building—ideas and possibilities are endless. A solution for
saving the building can only be hampered by lack of communication
and imagination.
We cannot stand by and be
outraged if historic structures
are razed without public input.
In 1968, the Charles Sherwin
Chapman Estate, known as “Oak
Bluff,” was razed by a developer
without real public awareness,
All that remains of this home is a
shocking and outraging the
pillar of stones and a sign stating:
citizens of Rochester. The
This stone column is all that
Chapman home, designed by the remains of the 27 acre estate of
Charles Chapman. The home
famous architect Albert Kahn,
designed in 1898 was one of only
was located near St. Philip’s
few designed by world famous
Episcopal Church on Main Street aarchitect
Albert Kahn.
and worth saving. After the home
was razed, and not wanting a repeat of the senseless demolition of
local history without public input, the citizens of Rochester formed the
Rochester-Avon Historical Society (RAHS).

The Rochester-Avon Historical society is aware of the Rochester
Community Schools Administration building’s peril and will be
part of the discussions. We are, as seniors, the ultimate preservers and
stewards of the past; it will be up to us to make sure we are heard.
RAHS has a Facebook page, and the local papers have been
writing articles to keep the public informed and increase awareness.
Be involved. Make comments.
Write editorials.
 Speak with the decision
makers.
 Save our past, our
historical quaintness.
It is what makes Rochester
the distinctive town it is
meant to remain.


T

oday Rochester is facing another challenging and defining
moment as Rochester Community Schools prepares to move out
of the administration building on West University Drive. This property
site has been used for educational purposes since 1847.

A private academy was established at this site in 1847, and operated
for a decade before it was acquired by Avon School District #5 in
1857 and converted to a public school. After it burned down in 1888,
the Avon district built the Harrison Building in 1889 as its first high
school. Then new schools were added behind the original high school
to accommodate elementary and middle school students. Eventually
the schools were merged to become the blended building it is today.

The original Harrison Building, the
first Rochester High School.

Be the voice.▼
Opinions in this article are those of the author.

30s Era Mural, A Rochester Treasure We Can’t Lose—Again!
By Karen M. Lemon

D

oes anyone remember the WPA, the Works Progress
Administration? It was a program to put people back to work,
including artists—often painting murals. The
local Rochester High School was a recipient
of one such project. Marvin Beerbolm, a
Detroit artist, was commissioned to create
a mural incorporating themes important to
Rochester and the high school in the late
thirties. Businesses such as the Morse Seed
Farm; Parke-Davis Biological Farms; a
A section of the mural. former school superintendent and images of
students working in the classrooms, were featured. Originally, the
mural hung over the central stairwell in the former high school.

By the early 1960s, murals were out of vogue and the painting was
covered, in essence hiding it for decades. In the early 90s during
another round of renovations, work crews uncovered the mural, sadly
in pieces. The pieces were hidden away again for almost 20 years.
In 2017, the mural was again in the spotlight when a question of the
whereabouts and condition of the painting was voiced. This led to
an estimated $50,000, two-year project that had generous public and
community support to have the mural reinstalled in the Harrison Room
of the Rochester Community Schools Administration Building.

W

hen the Rochester Community Schools administration moves
out, where will this important cultural part of Rochester’s
history be moved to now? Who knows? It also gets complicated
because the federal government owns the mural.▼
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ROCHESTER PROCLAIMS A NEW POET LAUREATE
By Bill Kroger

I

n March 2021, the city of Rochester proclaimed
Robert A. Lytle Rochester’s Poet Laureate for two
years ending March 2023. The proclamation states
in part, “Poetry brightens the spirit and illuminates
the minds of the community members by stating
compelling ideas in powerful ways; and it is fitting to recognize
Robert A. Lytle as a widely considered literary treasure within the
City of Rochester.”
Bob has been writing poetry from his earliest days growing up in
Saginaw. His father, a teacher in Saginaw at Arthur Hill High School,
was an inveterate reciter of poetry and song. While Bob is known for
his young adult novels, he has also published a book of poems,
“Rhymes and Songs,” which is available on Amazon.

L

ytle is a member of the
Rochester Poetry Society
and the Poetry Society of
Michigan. Rochester Poets meets
on the third Thursday of each
month from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Rochester Hills Public Library
in the Second Floor Conference
Room. Anyone is welcome to
attend with or without a poem.
The Society presents two programs
each year for the community:
Robert A. Lytle
during July in the Rochester
Municipal Park and during November at the Hermitage Gallery.
Watch local newspapers for dates and times.

Prior to his retirement, Bob was well known in the community as the
proprietor of Lytle Pharmacy. Many of his books were and still are
Bob says writing poetry is like solving a puzzle. “You figure out
available at the pharmacy. Personally, I know that many of them came
a rhythm and a rhyme scheme and then you have to find just the right
into my home to be read by my four children. I recently picked up one
words to fit your scheme and convey your meaning.” Many of his
of them, “A Pitch in Time”, and found myself hooked. I learned much
poems are about the events that occurred while raising his four sons,
about the history of baseball from the book—it was fascinating. I am
like a family scrapbook of stories in rhyme.▼
not exactly his target audience as I was a young adult many, many
years ago.
I have been writing poems for many years now. I have a collection of poems that I have written about
myself, my family, life’s adventures and how I remember them or feel about certain times of my life.
Many of my poems are inspired by my father and how he wanted to pass on his memoir to his children.
Writing poems for me is my way of passing on my memoirs to my children. —Robert Lytle

Missus Zell, The Cookie Lady
Every good neighborhood has at least one lady who
looks out for the wandering small fry of her block.
Our street is no exception. From Jamie’s eyes,
this tale is told:

Michigan’s First Day
Studying Michigan’s primitive history and its geological formation led to this poem.
Eleven thousand years ago God took His mighty hand
And swept away the piles of snow from this enchanted land,
When He beheld his handprint there—such splendors did He see
Of four Great Lakes and hills and streams: the wondrous things that be.
I wish I’d been in Michigan those many years ago
To see this mighty land take shape—the valleys white with snow,
And heard an eagle welcome in Michigan’s first dawn,
And watch the deer and trout and quail as they were being born.
I wish that I had been here to see a man arrive,
And watch his face when first he saw the forests come alive,
And walk with him and blaze a trail and paddle a canoe,
And smell this land as first it smelled back then when it was new.
Oh, not that it’s not lovely now—the flowers, lakes, and streams,
But can you just imagine, ‘way back then, as in a dream?
The solitude and silence, the sun and silver spray,
The soothing sounds and sweet, soft smell of Michigan’s first day.
Robert Lytle

Down the street lives Missus Zell,
An’ Daddy says it’s just as well,
Cuz otherwise, he says, I’d be
Never home fer him t’ see.
Missus Zell, she ’vites us in
T’ sample from her cookie tin,
Always got a sweet t’ share,
An’ never are her cubberds bare.
Ain’t like she don’t have her own
T’ stuff with cookies till they’re grown,
But for us friends along the street
She always seems to have a treat.
I learn’t of this cuz long ago
Ian said that it was so.
Said he knew cuz Geoffy said,
“Ring this door fer gingabred.”
Now, I can hardly wait till Bo
Gets big enough so’s I can show
Him down the way to tall trees shady,
An’ Missus Zell, the cookie lady.
Robert Lytle
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Favorite Poems from Robert Lytle,
2021-2023 Poet Laureate
Rochester Michigan

My Bed
The more things change
the more they stay the same.
When I was two my bed fit just around me, comfy-cozy,
An’ only Mom or Dad would I allow to hug or ‘coze me.
When I was two and ten my bed would sometimes be
A sleeping bag on summer nights, the Northern Lights t’ see.
When I was two and twenty—found my bed was made for two,
And comfortably and happily, we’d pass the nighttime through.
When I was two and thirty and a daddy of four boys,
My bed had room on Sunday morn for them and all their toys.
And then, at two-an’-fifty, when the grandkids came t’ stay,
They’d bounce like their ol’ daddies did back in those good ol’ days.
So, now I got a “2” behind an “8”, (or is it “9”?)
The Great-grands, little chiropractors, straighten out m’ spine.
Robert Lytle

My Father’s Man
I haven’t written much about my dad before today,
I suppose it’s ‘cuz he meant too much to me for words to say.
Wasn’t much he couldn’t do—sing or tell a tale.
Most of all, he loved all us—and us, he’d never fail.
He showed me all his fishing tricks—to catch a bass or trout.
He showed me how to pitch a ball to strike a batter out.
He showed me what a man should be—and husband, daddy, too,
For folks he loved, like Mom and us, he gave his whole life through.
I’ll tell you when I miss him most—I’ll need an answer straight,
I start to ask him for advice, then ‘member it’s too late.
But then I think just how he taught me when he was around.
I solve the problem by myself and know the answer’s sound.
He taught me all there is to know. I do the best I can.
I follow his example—how to be my father’s man.
Robert Lytle

Rochester Calendar
So many doings in Rochester, you’ll need some help this year—
Appointments, club, committee work, your favorite teams to cheer. So,
here’s a handy calendar: your hometown thoughts you’ll delve—With
room for notes to plan your busy days of twenty-twelve.

January’s our idea of wintertime and snow.
Brand new skis on Oakland hills and skates on ponds, below.
Sleds and waxed toboggans make the Bloomer Park resound
With happy, red-cheeked faces at the farms and in our town.
February, well, you’ve got to love the slush and ice
‘Cuz if you don’t, in Rochester, only thing’s that’s nice
Is watching from a toasty room—the shovel crews work hard
To make our Main Street thoroughfare a snow-peaked boulevard.
March—it sounds so brisk and fresh, but watch for signs of storm.
Every outdoor chore you do, you’d best be bundled warm.
And at the high school gyms you’ll hear the rhythmic, hollow thump
Of basketballs on wooden floors as players run and jump.
April—unpredictable—from thunderbolt to sigh,
It won’t be long ‘til summer, if you cast a forward eye.
But don’t expect the bass to rise at Thelma Spencer Pond,
There’s one more blast in store for us, so keep your flannels ‘round.
May bursts forth its buds of life, so promising and fair,
Paint Creek Trail is full of joggers—bikers everywhere,
Going up to Goodison—even Orion Town—
Life is donuts, dusty trails, with cider washin’ down.
Kids tick off the days and hours early on in June—
Minutes drift along like clouds amid hot air balloons
That dot our skies at eventide—they breathe and aimless go—
Their riders watch the folks below, yet they’re the featured show.
Days of thirty one—July—you should have sixty-three!
If we could get a quorum of the council, they’d agree.
It’s Thursday, we can find them at the Concert in the Park,
We’d better catch them quick, because the skeeters come at dark.
Fav’rit place for kids in August is the fishing hole.
But if the blue gills ain’t responding, kids can trade their pole
For swimming trunks and water wings and splashin’ sort of fun
To help the summer heat give in—there’s water-mel-ee-un.
Art ‘n Apples days are fun. At night we stroll our town—
Warm September air is sweet—the moon and stars shine down.
Kids so used to hide ‘n seek at dusk now hear Mom’s rule:
“Scrub your knees and faces. Get to bed, tomorrow’s school.”
October snaps the step in those who sauntered by in May,
Those with leisure time outdoors, now busily make hay.
Frost has found the pumpkin. See that house with spooky lights?
Don’t go near. They’ll gitcha! And you’ll scream all Hal’ween night.
Still November’s morning gray—it’s frost and fog do chill
The heart until the harvest’s in—the labors of our till.
And we prepare a feast, invite our family home and say
A prayer for blessings we enjoy on this Thanksgiving day.
December leaps upon us and our village stores ring clear.
The pace of shopping brightens as the holidays draw near.
Clowns and scouts and marching bands parade our lighted streets
And thousands welcome Santa Clause and dream of festive treats.
Spring did spring and summer sang. Autumn also fell.
Winter winds and holidays made up this year, as well.
So, keep this daily record to remind you of a year
That you’ll remember always—it will fill your heart with cheer.
Robert Lytle
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Where Were You on 9/11/2001?
By Sam Seabright
This is my story, but it is also about a colleague and friend of mine,
Walter Edmonds. We were often speakers at seminars and
conferences—although not this one on 9/11.

M

y story began with the short drive to the Hilton Hotel in Troy,
Michigan, to attend an all-day seminar about planning for
hazards, terrorism, and other emergencies. These topics were of
interest to Walt and me, but he had to be in his New York office
that day.
Part of the seminar concerned the hazards of radiation. The primary
example was cleaning and maintenance of the microwave antenna atop
the World Trade Center in New York. That reminded me of Walt,
whose office in the North Tower had a wonderful view of Manhattan.
During our morning coffee break, most of us wandered into the hotel
lobby where a large-screen TV was blaring. What we saw shocked us.
Was it really happening? It was unthinkable!
The North Tower burned while the TV showed the scene and dismayed
reporters gave comments, updates, rumors, and speculations.
Occupants above the 44th floor were trapped. Then another jet crashed
into the adjacent South Tower, with similar results. In the next
minutes, first the South Tower and then the North Tower collapsed,
because the structures were severely weakened by the burning jet fuel.
Also, the Pentagon crash and the plane down over Pennsylvania were
reported. We all watched in our own stunned silence.
The Marsh & McLennan Engineering offices were on floors 45 to 47
of the North Tower. My friend Walt worked there, and I feared that he
was among the casualties. I tried to call him at his home. No answer.

I tried again a few days later and his
wife answered. (Just how do you
ask a woman if her husband is alive
or dead?) I told her who I was. She
said, “Walt’s right here.” Relief…
Walt told me it was the luckiest
day of his life. He was stuck in
traffic, fuming in frustration, on
the Narrows Bridge from New
Jersey, and very late for a meeting.
He saw the whole event from the
bridge, saw his office being
destroyed, and realized that he
could have died along with all his
co-workers at Marsh.

T

he day 9/11/2001 brought us
special meaning, memories,
gratitude, and strengthened
friendships. Professionally, we
collaborated on a project to create a corporate Emergency Response
Plan that touched on several seminar topics and the 9/11 events, and
we became involved in radiation safety and fire protection worldwide.
Walt and I were speakers at environmental and safety conferences,
often focusing on catastrophes or terrorism.
Many times, I have reflected back to the seminar and events of 9/11.
It is something Walt and I will never forget.▼

Robert Matouka
Insurance Agent
Robert P. Matouka Insurance Agency
414 S. Main Street
Ste. 211 B
Rochester, MI 48307
Office 248-652-7333
Cell 248-224-4474
Fax 248-652-7434
rmatouka@farmersagent.com
MI Producer LIC 0743142
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A Salute to Our Rosie “Sisters” in England
By Alyson Denyer

W

hile our Rosies were helping to hold down the fort in the United
States during World War II, across the pond women in England
were taking part in a different endeavor known as the Women’s Land
Army (WLA). Whether office workers, shop girls, hairdressers,
nannies or students, they answered their nation's call—donned
overalls, jodhpurs, and sturdy shoes and became farm workers known
as “Land Girls.” Moreover, they became heroines without even
knowing it.
In the late 1930s, England imported 65% of its food. Realizing the
impact of sending eligible men off to another war, the WLA was
reinstated in 1939. It had been founded in 1917 during World War I
but demobilized when that war ended. Someone had to help grow the
food! By the time England entered WWII, the Land Army had
recruited 17,000 women. Although most were already country girls,
more than one-third came from cities. They had risen to the occasion
just like American Rosies.

R

eplacing those farmhands was not an easy transition. Trading
typewriters, pretty clothes, and comfortable living conditions for
more stringent surroundings such as lack of electricity, cold rooms,
and a once weekly bath was a challenge. Many farms in the 1930s
had changed little since the 1600s. Taciturn farmers did not ease the
transition and often greeted the young women with suspicion. Mucking
stalls, digging fence posts, tilling fields, and milking cows were only a
few of the tasks Land Girls had to master, but they “put their shoulder
to the plow” and mastered far more than imagined.
The girls surprised the locals by summoning enough energy for
Saturday night fun. Fresh from that weekly bath, they dressed in new
frocks purchased with clothing coupons, tinted their legs with coffee
grounds, and undid pin curls hidden under scarves during the day. Off
they went to town, hoping to find a dance at an army canteen or village
hall where Glenn Miller, Bing Crosby, Vera Lynn, the Andrews
Sisters, and others provided lively music and a chance to jitterbug,
especially American style.
When World War II ended, the Land Girls emerged victorious in their
own right. Some stayed on while England recovered. Others had found
love, married, and became farmers’ wives. Those who left farming

behind gathered their new-found confidence, strength, and
independence and forged new lives. Yet they never forgot their
experience. They never forgot the fresh air, the beauty of a sunrise
or sunset, lambs tottering on unsteady legs, or, as one Land Girl
reminisced: “When I saw those furrows stretching behind me like the
wake of a ship, and knew I had done it all myself, I thought I should
fall off the saddle with the thrill.”

G

reat Britain does not celebrate an official Veterans Day, but in
July 2008, the 45,000 former Land Girls were awarded a badge
of honor. Four years
later the Prince of Wales
unveiled a memorial in
Moray, Scotland. This
was followed in 2014
with a bronze statue at
the National Memorial
Arboretum in
Staffordshire, England.
The statue also includes
a young woman from
the “Women’s Timber
Corps” which recruited
girls for forestry work
during WWII as well.
Courage displayed
during World War II
is undisputed; the
courage of the Land
Girls is remarkable
as well. Maybe, just
maybe, they responded
to their call with a
collective shout of
“We Can Do It!”
just like America’s
Rosies.▼

A Reminder From The Polka Dot Press
By Alyson Denyer
As the brilliance of autumn days begins to wane, we will turn our
calendar page to November and Veterans Day on November 11, a day
to renew our pride in the men and women who have defended our
nation’s freedoms by whatever way necessary for generations.
My thoughts turn to our Rosie the Riveters. They are veterans as well.
Although Rosies did not find themselves fighting on foreign shores,
nevertheless they were fighting battles large and small domestically:
encounters with discrimination from bosses unaccustomed to having
women in their workforce; difficulty finding childcare during work
shifts; pressure for many women to remain tight-lipped about their
duties (the code-breakers and the Manhattan Project come to mind);
even food rationing and bolstering our soldiers' spirits at USO
functions were not easy tasks. The Rosie “We Can Do It” spirit
helped them emerge winners when World War II ended.

H

onoring Rosies and veterans was a primary focus of American
Rosie the Riveter Association chapters even during the recent
pandemic. Each month Michigan chapters sent out a request for
birthday and “thinking of you” cards which were forwarded to our

special ladies and men. Needless to say, it brightened their days when
many of them were alone. In February, creative ARRA members made
handmade valentines from “Sisterhood of the Traveling Crafts” kits
assembled by the Willow Run Chapter. Meetings and presentations
on Zoom kept members connected regularly. With the recent lifting
of Covid restrictions, several Rosies, Rosebuds (Rosie daughters), and
Rivets (Rosie Sons) participated in the Memorial Day parade in Royal
Oak, Michigan. It will be gratifying to eventually return to all the other
Rosie and veteran activities so enjoyed in the past as well!

I

n closing, let me take a moment to also recognize the women who
risked their well-being to bring encouragement (and treats!) to our
troops serving in Vietnam. Cookies and donuts, so reminiscent of
home, were favorites. That is why today these female veterans have
earned the name “Donut Dollies.”
A little reminder? Display your American Flag this Veterans Day!
Let’s demonstrate patriotic enthusiasm for ALL our veterans to show
they are never forgotten.▼
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An Alternative Route Up Northeast Michigan
By Michael Flannery

F

or the past
65 years
we have made
countless
family trips up
to Michigan’s
northeast side,
most often for
vacations in the
summer.
In the early years we stayed at rental cottages
in Greenbush on the Lake Huron shores for
two weeks during August. Later on, my
parents purchased a cottage in Greenbush
that family and friends all enjoyed in summer
months when we could visit more often.
Twenty-three years ago, my wife and I
purchased our own home for year-round
enjoyment in Lincoln, not far from my
parent's cottage. Since we retired, there are
no longer time constraints for us to leave
after work on Friday and return on Sunday
evening, fighting traffic on I-75 and US-23.

S

o, this leads me to share
the leisurely route we
often take and some of the
places and events of interest
along the way:
~~Starting out in Rochester, we travel up
Lapeer Road and stop for lunch at the White
Horse Inn located in Metamora. It is a
wonderful restaurant dating back to 1850 and
has been completely remodeled. The Village
of Metamora is known as “horse country”
and home to dozens of horse stables and
boarding facilities. The Village hosts a
Country Days and Hot Air Balloon Festival
in late summer which we’ve enjoyed.
~~Our next journey takes us west through
Hadley, and then north on M-15 through
Davison and Millington. Often we will cut
over to Frankenmuth for lunch at Zehnders
or for carry outs. Many times we eat the
chicken and bakery items on the outdoor
picnic tables (weather permitting and if our
dog is traveling with us). We continue north
on M-15 to the town of Vassar. If you are
there during the second week in October,
Vassar has an annual pumpkin roll where
participants try to win $500 by rolling a
pumpkin down the steep M-15 hill and up a
ramp into a barrel. It cost 50 cents to have a
worker write a number on your pumpkin and
another 50 cents to roll the pumpkin down
the hill. A four-year old girl named Luna
recently won the $500 and was the first
person in five years to win out of many
thousands. Luna’s mother said her pumpkin
was the size of a grapefruit.

~~Next, we travel on M-15 through Bay
City. As we do not cross the Zilwaukee
Bridge on I-75, we traverse any one of three
draw bridges that go over the Saginaw River.
In mid-July, Bay City hosts a wonderful tall
ship celebration that is worth viewing.
~~The next city as we travel on to M-13 is
Kawkawlin. If you are hungry, you may wish
to stop at the Turkey Roost—in business
since 1955 serving up turkey dinners, turkey
sandwiches, and strawberry shortcake.
~~Just up the road from Kawkawlin is
Pinconning, the Cheese Capital of Michigan,
which produces 70,000 pounds of cheese a
year. There are four cheese shops on the
highway; The Cheese Haus, the Pinconning
Cheese Shop, the Wilson Cheese Shop,
and the Williams Cheese Company. Take
your pick.
~~The next stop on M-13 is Standish which
then runs into US-23, the major U.S.
highway going north along Lake Huron all
the way to Mackinac City. On the south edge
of Standish is the Saganing Eagles Landing
Casino that boasts a new hotel for those
gamblers wishing to stay overnight.
~~Just north of Standish is Omer, billed as
the smallest town in Michigan with a
population of 259. Omer, as well as the next
town of Augres, is special to those
enthusiasts who love to canoe, kayak, and
tube down the Rifle River.
~~Traveling north on US-23, is Tawas City
and East Tawas right on the waters edge of
Lake Huron—home to many vacationers. In
Tawas Point State Park is Tawas Point
Lighthouse, in operation from 1876 to 2016
and an attraction for maritime buffs and
birdwatchers with views of sunrises over
Lake Huron and sunsets over Tawas Bay.
Tawas is home to the United States Coast
Guard Station with missions that include
Search and Rescue, Maritime Law
Enforcement, Homeland Security, Ice
Rescue, Recreation Boating Safety, Military
Readiness, and Environmental Response.
~~Oscoda is the next Lake Huron town.
Many fishermen head out on the lake from
the large boat harbor. The Au Sable River
enters into Lake Huron here; it’s the end of
the Au Sable River Canoe Marathon that
begins in Grayling. The race is a world class
event held in late July with local and
international participants and watched by
thousands of spectators along the river.
~~North of Oscoda are the small towns of
Greenbush, Harrisville, and Ossineke where
vacationers head for fun on the Great Lakes.
There are many cottages, private and rental,
along the shores of Lake Huron.

~~Further north on US-23 is one of
Michigan’s larger cities, Alpena. After
Traverse City, Alpena is the second most
populated city in the Northern Michigan
region.
~~On the waters of Thunder Bay is a
National Maritime Sanctuary that protects
200 shipwrecks in northern Lake Huron as
part of NOAA’s National Maritime
Sanctuary program. There is a glass bottom
boat shipwreck tour (the boat is called Lady
Michigan) that takes you on a two-hour
cruise out into Thunder Bay to Shipwreck
Alley, one of the most treacherous stretches
of water in the Great Lakes. (I advise going
out on a calm day.) Also, there is the Great
Lakes Maritime Heritage Center where you
can explore the maritime history, shipwrecks,
artifacts, and archeology of the Great Lakes.
This is an 8,000 square foot exhibit center
that houses a Great Lakes schooner which
allows you to experience a Lake Huron
storm. Admission is free to the center.
~~It is worth noting that along the way up
Lake Huron are a number of lighthouses and
stations including Sturgeon Point, Thunder
Bay Island, Old Presque Isle light, Forty
Mile Point Light, Old Mackinaw Point Light,
and Middle Island light Station. Some of
these lighthouses are offshore. In October,
Alpena holds a Great Lakes Lighthouse
Festival.
~~Alpena hosts the annual Michigan Brown
Trout Festival in mid to late July, the longest
running fishing tournament in the Great
Lakes. Every year a brown trout called “Big
Brownie” is tagged and planted in the
Thunder Bay. The prize for catching “Big
Brownie” is $25,000. For the first time in the
43-year history of the Michigan Brown Trout
Festival, “Big Brownie” was caught by a
woman and the line was set by a man. We
happened to be on the Glass Bottom Boat
tour when the captain announced that “Big
Brownie” was caught. I remember watching
the evening news at the cottage about the big
catch.
~~If you continue your trip up North on
US-23, you will pleasantly enjoy the sights
of Lake Huron on the way. Eventually, you
will see the Mackinac Bridge outside your
window in all its splendor.

I

hope you have enjoyed
this excursion. May it
provide a roadmap for
future trips when you want
to get off the expressways
to explore and enjoy the
northeast side of our
wonderful Michigan.▼
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The Minneapolis Fort Snelling Bridge and a Family Legend
By Keith Kaniut

I

was in third grade when my paternal
grandfather passed away, so my
memories of him are those of a child.
I grew to know him better through the
countless stories told by my dad through
the years. I was unable to confirm this
story, but my dad believed it was true.
You be the judge. I have added some
historical details that were not in my
father’s version of events.

New Fort Snelling Bridge, Minnesota

It was the mid 1920s and my grandfather had just earned his pilot
wings in the Army Air Corps at Kelly Field in San Antonio. Aviation
was in its early days, and while he looked for employment with one of
the new “airline” companies that were slowly forming, he returned to
his home in Minneapolis to serve with the Minnesota National Guard’s
109th Observation Squadron at Wold-Chamberlain Field, the airport
that would eventually become the Minneapolis-St. Paul International
Airport.

America in the 1880s, leaving their
families in Silesia, Prussia and Kassell,
Germany respectively, never expecting to
return. My grandfather’s parents and four
older siblings all had proper jobs and were
understandably unenthusiastic about this
dream to fly. But my grandfather was 23
years old, and the risks and challenges of
the fledgling aviation industry must have
appealed to him.

He was with the 109th Observation Squadron for about three years,
ultimately as an instructor before leaving to join the new Airmail
Service where he flew routes out of Kansas City, Missouri until 1929
in biplanes such as the Boeing 40C and Steerman Speedmail.
They flew the dangerous night airmail routes from bonfire to bonfire—
which they paid the farmers to light for them. If the weather turned
bad, they landed. Or crashed!
One night my grandfather was
flying under an overcast cloud layer
that kept getting lower and lower.
He finally decided to land in a
farmer’s field after a grain silo
appeared out of the darkness,
roughly at wing level!
Boeing 40C Airmail plane

Curtis JN-4

Curtis JN-6

When it was established in January 1921, the squadron was the first
federally-recognized National Guard flying squadron. It began flight
operations with the Curtis JN4 biplane in 1923 and eventually added
the Curtis JN6 biplane. My grandfather was 21 years old when he
joined them three years later. By then they were flying all Curtis
models.
Now, what does this have to do with the Fort Snelling Bridge? It is
shown above carrying Fort Road—MN5—over the Mississippi, as it
looked after its 1909 rebuild and prior to its 1961 Fort Road Bridge
replacement.
Barnstorming had become popular. Young pilots were always looking
for ways to show off their unusual skills.
According to family legend, my grandfather once won a bet by flying
a loop under the bridge, over the top, and back under a second time.
That would have been quite dangerous in the stick and fabric-covered
“kites” they were flying at the time. (OK—it would have been
dangerous with almost any aircraft!) While his fellow pilots were
impressed, the base commander was not. He’d witnessed the stunt
directly while driving over the bridge and didn’t appreciate the risk to
government property!

1/LT Paul J. Kaniut US Army Air Corps

My dad thought that the very
audacity of the challenge
was what made it irresistible
to this youngest son of a
Prussian immigrant baker of
fancy cakes and his German
wife Anna. They were no
strangers to challenges
themselves, having married
and taken the next boat to

Another night, he successfully
bailed out of an airplane that
broke up in a heavy thunderstorm
while carrying mail to Dallas
from Kansas City. The top wing
folded, leaving the aircraft
Steerman Speedmail
spinning out of control. He had
to crawl along the fuselage to the tail before jumping clear of the
broken wires and struts. His parachute opened, and after half a swing
he landed hard on a plowed field. The aircraft burned and the mail was
lost but his only injury: two sprained knees. It was the lowest recorded
successful bailout for many years. The Irving Air Chute Company of
Buffalo, New York, used his survival and endorsement in their
advertisements quoting my grandfather’s letter to them:
“…I consider it a great pleasure to be able to write this letter
and hereby heartily and conscientiously endorse the Irving
Chute to all.”
My grandmother was six months pregnant with my father when my
grandfather had his successful bail-out! After recovering from his
injuries, my grandfather
began his airline pilot career,
flying the Ford Trimotor. He
was a copilot and a new
father at the age of just 25.
A new son required a change
of course and better risk
management! Thanks to
both, almost 90 years later,
Ford Trimotor
his oldest grandson brings
you this fun story.▼
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Young in Mind and Spirit with New Adventures
Travel with the OPC
By Richard Dengate

B

oost your mental health by keeping active,
staying in touch with others, taking time
for yourself, and doing things that you enjoy.
Research by the Global Coalition on Aging
links new activities associated with travel to physical, cognitive, and
social benefits. The aging process can be challenging. We may feel
vulnerable, lonely, or trapped in our comfort zones. Let’s not let that
happen. Let’s experience new things, escape the routine and
predictability of our days, and rediscover some of that wonderful
adventurism we had when we were young.
Traveling can be beneficial by enhancing the quality of life, especially
of seniors. When life is no longer as interesting as it used to be,
boredom sets in. New or renewed activities regenerate life. Traveling
is one of the best ways to do this; it opens the mind, shows us how
different yet similar we all are, and how beautiful that is. Meeting new
people and learning about their cultures, navigating new places, and
experiencing new things stimulates the brain. New experiences have
the power to boost our moods and fill us with enthusiasm and feelings
of joy. Life is a journey where we keep learning and become an
evolving better version of ourselves.

T

raveling is meeting new people and experiencing new things
offering opportunities to keep the mind sharp and promote mental
health. We are very fortunate that our OPC Travel Department offers
us the opportunity to experience a wide variety of different tastes and
interests. Trips are organized and administered by our pleasant and
professional Travel Coordinator, Linda Froeber. She plans a variety
of trips that accommodate interests, excitement, and leisure. Linda
is committed to selecting the best resting venues, insuring comfort
and cleanliness. Restaurants are carefully chosen to offer delightful
epicurean meals that tantalize travelers’ palates. A travel committee
composed of OPC members assists Linda in making suggestions for
trips and reviewing travel experiences submitted by OPC’s travelers.

T

ravel-related activities, learning, and new adventures have all been
linked to healthy aging which boost physical, cognitive, and social
benefits. People who travel tend to be more active. Research shows
that older adults who are physically active have lower rates of heart
disease, high blood pressure, stroke, diabetes, and cancers—the
physical maladies of the aging process.
The more active we are, the healthier we stay in all ways. Walking
around museums and strolling through new cities can help us stay
healthy and in shape. The World Health Organization defines health
as “a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being.”

The greatest satisfaction is leisurely old
age devoted to knowledge and learning!
—Cicero

Dr. Margaret J. King, the Director of the Center for Cultural Studies
& Analysis, comments in summary that there are lots of psychological
benefits with a change of venue from home and work to third places
devoted to simply experiencing the environment. The mind and body
can reset with a daily short list of a change in activities, thus being
freed up from the complexities of ongoing projects and relationships,
stress relief being the main outcome. She states: “Humans thrive on
novelty, and travel offers the complete package with new faces,
sounds, and sights!”
Keeping our mind sharp is crucial for feeling younger and maintaining
a positive outlook. I spent 50 years aging while my annual students
were the same age causing me to continually evolve and keep up with
changes all around, my students and the world. I had a long and
fortunate career as a teacher meeting new classes year after year during
which my students kept me challenged and my mind sharp—I had to
stay up-to-date with my students. I began not much older than they
were, then retired more as an experienced grandfather; all the while the
students remained the same age year after year.
Had I not been able to relate to my students, I would have lost them
and personally been trapped in my own comfort zone. The world of
2014 when I retired was very different from the world of 1964 when
I entered my first classroom.

OPC Travel is the result of visionary Marye Miller who in 1975-76
incorporated the travel program in the OPC mission. This program was
inspired by her philosophy “to give seniors a different look at and
perspective of the world!” Through the determination and leadership
of Ms. Miller this program developed and expanded from four daytrips
a month to an average of 65 annually, with two extended overnight
trips and two international trips a year. She nurtured the OPC travel
program insisting on having the OPC members serve as group leaders/
escorts ensuring that trips are well executed to provide structure,
organization, and safety to OPC travelers by OPC people.

So…grab your bags, turn off the lights, shut the door, and jump aboard
as the trips resume!▼

Joyful Adventures From OPC Travelers!
We really appreciate having OPC handle all aspects of the trips.
We just sign up and then enjoy a well-planned excursion.
~~~
Thank you so much for our wonderful trip to Mackinac Island.
We had a Grand time!
~~~
We thoroughly enjoyed our recent trip to Detroit historic
churches. Everything was well planned and we appreciated
our OPC group leader.
~~~
We had a terrific time seeing the Yankee Air museum. Our
fellow travelers are all so friendly. We had great choice of a
lunch restaurant.
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Return of Live Theatre at the OPC
The OPC Players are Setting the Stage, Dimming the Lights & Raising the Curtain!
By Marianne McCauley

L

W

Let’s begin by looking back to February 2020 when the OPC 650
Players had just completed a week of auditions for their spring show.
There was singing, dancing, and laughter ringing throughout the OPC
halls. And then, the coronavirus forced everyone apart. But, just like
the saying goes, the show must go on! By May, the group was already
planning the first of three virtual variety hours. You can view the
shows on the OPC YouTube Channel.

Karen Elliott, a retired teacher and veteran thespian, was chosen to
direct and with unbelievable speed and contagious excitement, created
a show with an updated country vibe called American Made Music
Party—Entertainment to Tug at Your Heartstrings & Tickle Your
Funny Bone. The show will have something for everyone to enjoy!

ive theater and the players who make the OPC auditorium come
alive are returning to what they know best—delivering in-person
performances to audiences eager for entertainment.

hile planning was set for a virtual old time radio production,
word came that live performances were able to begin again!
Quickly, the decision was made to move forward and get our talented
troupe back on the OPC stage.

Auditions were held during the last week of July. We congratulate the
talented actors, singers, musicians, and stage crew who will be “raising
the curtain” to entertain you!
There will be limited seating at four performances: two Show & Lunch
(mid-day), a Show & Floats (evening), and a Show & Floats (matinee).
Tickets can be purchased either: by calling 248-659-1029, at the OPC
Cashiers' Office, or as an OPC member you can reserve online at your
MyActiveCenter.com. Support the OPC Performing Arts and the
performers whose delight is to bring joys to their audiences.
If you are interested in joining the OPC 650 Players theatre group,
contact me at mmccauley@OPCSeniorCenter.org.▼

Laugh-In Show: http://youtube/NWAXIqbv_fk

“Laugh-In” was created by piecing together submitted performances
from many of the players, with the goal of putting a smile on your
face and a song in your heart. It was an hour of fast-moving jokes,
one-liners, and musical numbers mimicking the 1970s popular sketch
comedy television program.
This was our first time producing a virtual show and it showed. But,
wow! We did it, and it was a lot of fun! Personal phones were used to
film and record sound, and editing all the pieces together was learned
on the fly.
The Players rang in the
New Year with a
Holiday Show. This
time they invited some
of their friends to join
them. Local professional
musicians had been out
of work for months and
were eager to chip in to
help make the show
Holiday Show: https://youtube/6_gjuGsgKwA special.

Inspiring others to
find joy was the theme
for our next virtual
show. Bing and Linda
Burris started us off
with “Don’t Stop
Believin” and Italian
Tenor Aaron Caruso
closed the show by
singing “And I Love
You So.”

Inspiration Show: http://youtube/F0WOnj7AzrQ
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Homographs and Heteronyms
Which

By Richard Dengate
In 1987, I was selected to go to Japan by the Michigan Department of
Education’s Teacher Exchange Program. I began a rigorous study
of the Japanese language, both written and spoken. Once I was settled
in, numerous discussions began with my Japanese colleagues on
the difficulties of learning a new and very different language. They
insisted that English is a much more difficult language than is
Japanese.

U

nlike English, Japanese has rules with very few exceptions. Also,
a Japanese word generally has one meaning. You cannot say this
about English. My Japanese co-workers were undoubtedly confronted
with homographs and heteronyms in their study of English.
Homographs are words that are spelled alike but have more than one
meaning. A heteronym is a homograph that is also pronounced
differently. Consider the following statements. They demonstrate why
English is regarded as a profoundly complicated language.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The bandage was wound around the wound.
The farm was used to produce produce.
The dump was so full it had to refuse more refuse.
He could lead if only he would get the lead out.
When shot at, the dove dove into the bushes.
They were too close to the door to close it.
The buck does funny things when the does are around.

Witch is Which?
I had to subject the subject to a series of tests.
• You can’t fish for a bass with a bass violin.
•

To further this linguistic nightmare, there is no ham in hamburgers,
no egg in eggplant, no pine nor apple in pineapple. Boxing rings are
square and your pet guinea pig is not from Guinea nor is it a pig! In
that the plural for tooth is teeth and the plural for goose is geese,
why isn’t the plural for booth beeth or the plural for moose meese?
We say people recite at a play and play at a recital. We ship our
packages by trucks but transport our cargo by ship. We have noses
that run and feet that smell. To continue the lunacy…how is it that
a slim and fat chance have identical meanings while a wise man and a
wise guy are opposites? A house burns down as it burns up while the
smoke alarm goes off by going on!

O

ne might wonder whether English was developed by mystery
writers using bizarre clues to decipher. Yet, if you count both
native and non-native speakers, statistically English is the most
spoken language in the world.
I must concur with my Japanese friends: English is an enigma.
That explains why many of us native speakers have so much trouble
speaking and writing more gooder English!!!!!!!▼

Calling
Writers and Poets
Vintage Views is the place for you…
Our very own OPC newspaper written
“By, For, and About Seniors”
For information, contact (Co-Editors)
Maryann Wilshere or Karen Lemon
Email v@OPCseniorcenter.org
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Y'know what's odd?
By Hans Koseck
The penultimate page of a newspaper and a
magazine, for instance, is odd. The designated
number of that page, as a consequence of the
number of the first page, is odd. The first page
never carries a number. If it did, it would be
the first odd one.
The dictionary defines odd as deviating from
the ordinary, usual, or the expected.

The opposite page numbers are called even.
Consequently and logically, is even then
ordinary and usual? There is definitely more
unevenness in this world than evenness.
The dictionary may be inaccurate. Even is not
normal and usual. Why would 70 be more
ordinary and usual than 71? Expected?
Maybe. However, even is stronger. All
multiples of 2 are even. Odds, when
multiplied by evens, automatically become
evens.
The divisors of fractions are predominantly
even numbers all the way to infinity (∞).
although only practical to about 64. There are
only two predominant odd-number divisors:
thirds and a Fifth.
When opening a newspaper or magazine, the
odd page number is on the right side. Does

Remember these?
Can you name them?
that mean that the opposing page is on the
wrong side? Even really could be wrong?
Ordinary and usual could be wrong? It’s
left and yet, it hasn’t, and is still tangible. In
German, even pages are called straight pages;
the others are called un-straight. Those are
not very descriptive translations either. It’s
all so odd.
You can never tear out only one page of a
paper; it has to be at least two. For example,
pages 11 and 12, if you are right-handed;
12 and 11 if you are left-handed. Each
newspaper’s half-sheet consists of two
pages. It seems that the name page describes
two different things, like left and left.
What are the odds?▼

(Answers on Page 19)
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Poetry Collection
Fall Is Upon Us
Fall is the time of preparedness
for the upcoming winter season
with cottages being closed up
and garages swept clean
Fall is the time when leaves change their color
as we witness with awe all its splendor
and the fallen ones swishing and crunching underfoot
until duly-raked piles for jumping into are gathered
Fall is the time of fields of ready-to-be harvested pumpkins
and of orchards bright with apples ready for picking
Fall is such a special time of trips to farms and cider mills
with hayrides to pumpkin patches and family memories
Fall is the time when school bells ring again
echoing declaration that classroom learning resumes
and the beginning of football season cheering favorite
high school, college, and professional teams
Fall marks the end of a remarkable summer
and the beginning of farmers’ harvest time
as the harbinger of cooler weather
when we feel the need for that warm sweater
Fall is when we celebrate our autumn holidays
albeit reminding us that winter is on its way
Fall is sounds and sights of birds flying south
to their warmer climates until they return again

Living The Magazine Life
I polished all the furniture
and waxed the kitchen floor.
I've organized the pantry
with items from the store.
I re-arranged the living room
for lively conversation;
and bought a high-tech coffee pot
for a “corner coffee station.”
I fluffed the fancy pillows
(I have almost eleven);
organic cotton bathroom towels
feel quite a bit like heaven.
I typed a master grocery list
including grains and greens;
so I can make nutritious meals
and upgrade my cuisine.
I planted all my flowers
and mulched their fragile stems;
can’t wait to see them blooming
when gathering with friends.
Now everything’s perfection,
but if you'll beg my pardon-I’ll just sit down until I hear
from Better Homes and Gardens.
Alyson Denyer

Fall is that glorious season
that has so much to offer
Sights and smells and images
filled with fall’s blazing color
Michael Flannery

Rains Effect

Hail to the CCC

Ever watch the rain move in
Preceded by a howling wind
As the sky turns grey
It's Mother Nature having her way

Hail to the CCC!
Our khaki-clad,
young-of-lad,
dollar-a-day-boys
whose legacy remains
still reaching to the heavens
with all the strength and vigor
once mustered by those muscled youths;
their efforts measured neatly
into rows and rows of toil, sweat,
and calloused hands.

Though the rain may interrupt a sunny sky
Rain drops staring is mesmerizing to the eye
Something is magical about an approaching storm
Though hopefully gusty winds cause no harm
Lawns and gardens are thirsting for wet weather
And birds can be seen flocking together
The robin is now foraging for that welcome worm
And farmers appreciate each field that they turn
Sometimes rain disrupts special outside events
But makes our backup plans much more relevant
The after-a-storm quiet brings a calming effect
Filled with new expectations and time to reflect
Michael Flannery

Man-hands now.
Alyson Denyer
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Book Reviews
UFOs: Generals, Pilots, and Government Officials Go on the Record
Author: Leslie Kean
Reviewed by Brenda Seabright
I’m a very curious person, and enjoyed reading a UFO (Unidentified Flying
Objects book that is based on fact. Fact and imagination seem to coexist.

J

ohn Podesta, Chief of Staff in the Clinton
administration, wrote the forward to this book.
He says, “The time to pull the curtain back on this
subject is long overdue.” Sources for this book have
been taken from the Freedom of Information Act;
the facts cannot be explained away by hole-punched
clouds, weather balloons, space junk, satellites, planets
Venus or Mars, temperature inversions, reflected lights,
and such. The facts in this book have been checked by
several sources and witnesses—including generals,
pilots, police, and government officials who have
discussed their UFO experiences.

Sketches of craft and etched symbols
on craft, by Sergeant James Penniston

One widely recorded incident happened in Rendlesham Forest at the Woodbridge Air Force base in
England. Sergeant James Penniston, who held a top-secret U.S. and NATO security clearance, was
alerted on December 20, 1980, that lights were seen in the forest. They thought a craft had landed and
were told to look into the situation. He and two other pilots went to investigate. When they approached
the site, they saw a very unusual craft that they had never seen before. After briefly viewing it, it was
deemed non-hostile, and they came close to examine it. After 40 minutes, the craft’s lights intensified,
it lifted with no air disturbance and was gone in the blink of an eye. There were scorch marks on the
trees. Photos taken turned out foggy, perhaps from the radiation present. A few days later, the craft
returned and was seen by others. This is one of the many fascinating incidents in the book.▼

Four Winds
Author: Kristin Hannah

Reviewed by Karen M. Lemon
The OPC Book Club choice for July was Kristen Hannah’s Four Winds. I was not able to put it down or, to be precise,
to stop listening to the book on my iPad. Four Winds, her newest book, was published early this year. Readers may find
the authors name familiar. Ms. Hannah also wrote the critically acclaimed The Nightingale that was published in 2015,
among other bestsellers.

M

s. Hannah’s research for Four Winds was so detailed; she wrote of the miniscule grains of sands that seeped into
every crevice of a person and structure, hailing down from the ceilings when the winds bore down on the farmhouse.
The story is told through the eyes of a strong-willed woman, Elsa, whose determination, faith, and perseverance overcomes
the many obstacles thrown at her. The land betrays the farmers going from bounty to dust with endless winds breaking the
crops and the farmers’ spirits, suffering through the Great Depression. All while being a woman and mother.
The story tells of the many hardships that farmers in the southwest had to go through during the depression and dust bowl
years. I had read Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck while still in high school, so I thought I knew all about the dust bowl.
I could not have been more wrong. The whole experience of the dust bowl was so clearly described I could feel my lungs
clogging with the dust. Living in Michigan, we know storms. Ms. Hannah’s description was so well written the reader can picture darkened skies
and the dust rolling across the plains, covering barns, animals, people, and anything in its path.
I highly recommend this book, not only for the historic value of learning about the Great Depression and the dust bowl, but for the story of
a woman and her family taking on the harshest of realities, sacrifice, and prejudice, for “The Okies” while doing the best for her children.▼

Join the OPC Book Club!
It meets on the last Tuesday of each month at 2:30 p.m. Register in advance for current and the upcoming month or go to the monthly OPC
Newsletter’s class and activity listing. After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.
Look in our quarterly Vintage Views for Book Reviews of OPC Book Club selections. If you would like to write a review of an upcoming,
or recent favorite, book club selection, please submit to v@opcseniorcenter.org.
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During my high school years, I read The Last of the
Mohicans for the first time. I can’t say that I liked it.
Perhaps my teenage brain was not ready for what may be
considered a classic. Now, well into my “life” senior years,
I re-read the story, and actually enjoyed it. This prompted
me to tackle the other four James Fennimore Cooper (17891851) novels that comprise the five “Leatherstocking Tales.”

In The Deerslayer, Natty walked away from a romantic
interlude. In this novel he has second thoughts and
proclaims himself a candidate for the hand of lovely
Mabel Dunham. Even her father, Sergeant Dunham,
approves of this union. But then there is Jasper Western,
a much younger pursuer. After much thought, and noting
his age difference, Pathfinder decides to bow out. At the
end, Mabel watches Pathfinder walk away, never turning
his head to glance back, as he fades into the forest.

he novels encompass a time span from the middle of
the 1700s to the turn of the century. The first three
stories take place prior to the American Revolution, while
the last two play out after the revolution. With the exception
of The Last of the Mohicans, the books were not written in
sequential reading order.

T

4) The Pioneers (1823): The story takes place in 1793.
Natty Bumppo, also known as Leather–Stocking, now
lives on the outskirts of a small settlement. He shares a
cabin with his Indian friend Chingachgook, here addressed
as John Mohegan. As expected, this settlement has rules
and regulations.

1) The Deerslayer (1841): A still young Natty (Nathaniel)
Bumppo, known as Deerslayer in this frontier saga, is well
versed in using a rifle, but lacks the skill of combating
humans. He proclaims, “I’ve never taken the life of a fellow
creature.” But that would soon change, as he and his friend
Harry battle the Iroquois Indians while protecting Thomas
Hutton and his daughters, Judith and Hetty. Judith loves
Deerslayer, but he tells her “We can never marry.”

Occasionally Natty strays from that legal realm, like
shooting a deer out of season, or not cooperating with
an officer’s search warrant. And thus he is tried and
convicted. Never mind that he had just saved the life of
the judge’s daughter from a panther attack. The judge
fines Natty $100, sentences him to one month in jail, and
confines him to the stocks (wood board restraints) to be
ridiculed by the public.

Also in this tale, Deerslayer re-unites with his friend
Chingachgook, a Mohican chief. Together, they rescue
Chingachgook’s betrothed Indian maiden from a band of
Iroquois. In due time, Wah-Ta-Wan will bear a son named
Uncas, the last of the Mohicans.

Natty escapes from jail. For the second time he saves
the life of the Judge’s daughter while guiding her and
Chingachgook to safety during a forest fire. But soon,
Chingachgook dies, and Natty leaves the settlement,
following the setting sun.

2) The Last of the Mohicans (1826): This narrative takes
place in 1757 when England and France battled each other
for control of the new country. The story begins when Natty
Bumppo, better known as Hawkeye, and Chingachgook
with son Uncas save a party of travelers from being
ambushed. The English wanderers consist of Major
Duncan Heyward, Alice and Cora Munro, and a singer
named David Gamut. Alice and Cora are on the way to Fort
William Henry to be with their father, Colonel Munro. But
Magua, their Indian guide who also works for the French,
attempts to lead them into a trap of lurking Huron Indians.

5) The Prairie (1827): Unlike the previous four novels,
in this final episode the hero no longer has a name. In the
entire book there is no mention of Natty Bumppo. Here
he is referenced to as the old man or the trapper. Although
in chapter ten, in a unique way, the author reveals the
identity of the old man but only to the players within
the story. For the reader to decipher the name, The Last
of the Mohicans had to have been read.

By Adam Thiny

A few days after the travelers’ arrival at Fort William
Henry, General Montcalm and his French troops surround
the Fort, forcing Colonel Munro to surrender. General
Montcalm promises Colonel Munro and his people safe
passage to Fort Edward. Magua and his Indian cohorts
do not abide by that pledge. They want scalps! During the
closing stages of the following massacre, Magua absconds
with his captives, Alice and Cora Munro.
Near the end of the story, Magua insists that Cora share
his wigwam—or die. Hawkey and Uncas attempt to not let
this happen. Unlike the more romanticized 1936 movie
version linking Cora and Uncas, here the book’s pages just
spell out a quick and brutal battle.
3) The Pathfinder (1840): The British and French, with
support from their respective Indian allies, are still battling
each other for domination of the land. Natty, now called
Pathfinder, and his long time ally Chingachgook are
still serving the British. Battles are in abundance in this
tale—blood is shed and scalps are taken. But a love
triangle also graces the pages of this epic tale.

Early in the story a murder is committed, but the guilty
person will not be revealed until near the end. Next
a villain kidnaps a young maiden on her wedding day.
Then a buffalo stampede followed by a prairie fire
threatens the lives of the story’s key players, but the
trapper, at the age of ‘four-score and six changes of the
seasons,’ guides them to safety. The story abounds with
Indian warfare ending with two chiefs, one a Sioux and
the other a Pawnee, engaging in mortal combat.
This epic tale ends with the old man’s gravesite, ‘beneath
the shade of some noble oaks where a just Whiteman
sleeps.’ The headstone reveals ‘the name, the age, and
the time of death, with something from the holy book’ as
chosen by the trapper himself. And something added by
a friend, ‘May no wanton hand ever disturb his remains!’

T

wo years have lapsed since I began reading the
“Leatherstocking Tales.” An easy read it was not.
Cooper’s pages are flooded with lengthy paragraphs and
sentences—I counted 110 words in one sentence. But
still, the books tell an exciting story, all 2,212 pages.
Would I do this again? Probably not! But I wouldn’t
mind reading my favorite, The Last of the Mohicans,
one more time. Perhaps I will.▼
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You’ve got to hand it to me!
By Hans Koseck

P

ut your hands together for the next performer! And pull ‘em apart,
put them together and pull ‘em apart, together-apart, together-apart,
on-off, on-off, in rapid succession. That’s applause. Let’s give them a
big hand, not the finger!
The hands get a lot more attention than the feet. One
hand can wash the other. Feet can’t do that. Sometimes
feet are even turned into hands: a six-feet tall horse
stands eighteen hands.
Quite often the hands are used more than the brain. That’s when the
left hand doesn’t know what the right hand is doing.
On one hand, humans and monkeys have two hands; on the other
hand, watches and clocks have three hands, the third one being the
second hand, the minute (my-nute) one.
Some kids can really be a handful; that’s why he or she have only
a hand-full of friends. Hands up! You’re in trouble; hands down,
you’re okay. Having the upper hand is better; being underhanded
is bad. You can be caught red-handed; but your thumb can still be
green. The funniest show you will ever witness is the show of hands
at a town-hall meeting.
Some people are even-handed. Instead of being symmetrically
opposite, their hands must be identical. Some people favor their left
hand and are referred to as being “left-handed.” Some guests appear
empty-handed at potlucks.

If the numbers are small, you can count them on one hand. A handyman
can be handsome wearing hand-me-downs while giving hand-outs.
Corners turned by cars are either right-handed or left-handed. There
are hand-books on driving cars.
It’s nice to hold hands with others, and it’s good to fold your own hands.
To shake hands you need a partner. To wring them you can do it alone.
You can even turn hands into fists. Feet can’t do that.
In card games it pays to have a good hand. In football a hand-off
quite often is successful. In softball and baseball, the pitcher throws
underhand or overhand. Hands-off has not much to do with hands.
That’s why they are off.
And instead of hand-to-hand, it’s
more peaceful to be hand-in-hand.▼
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By Jean Waid
“Is one of your sons missing a snake?” asked our neighborhood
veterinarian as he was about to enter a store and my husband was
leaving the store. “What kind of a snake?” asked my husband without
missing a beat. “A boa constrictor,” replied the doctor. “No, no one
has a boa constrictor at our house,” said my husband. “Well, if you
hear of anyone missing a snake, it’s at the animal hospital,” the doc
stated, a tad dubiously.
“David, do you know where your snake is?” my husband called out
as soon as he returned home. Oh yes, we soon learned that Sampson,
a very large Burmese Python, was indeed missing. David brought
Sampson back home from the incubator at the animal hospital that
lacked a snake pit. One would think a veterinarian would know the
difference between a Burmese Python and a Boa Constrictor.
Sampson had been living temporarily in David’s room on the second
floor of our home while he was on summer break from college.
David’s room was the snake’s cage. Sampson had pushed out the
window screen and either fell or slithered down the brick coin corners
of our house...or maybe he was able to descend down a large birch tree
close to the window.

T

wo doors away, neighbors had returned from a wedding reception
at 1 a.m. Mary saw Sampson’s head on the driveway and said to
her husband “Look Dan, it’s a big toad.” Granted, it was a dark and
rainy night, and they had just returned from a wedding reception.
Then, she saw the rest of the snake! The way Mary tells it, “Boys will
be boys and it was kinda cute.” Her husband had a different story.
“Mary was running into the house so fast her knees were hitting
her chin!”
The veterinarian, who lived nearby, had also just arrived home. He and
neighbor Dan figured the snake had to be someone’s pet because it
was so tame. Perhaps the snake belonged to a college student who
lived in the area. Together, they took it to the animal hospital.
The day after Sampson returned home, I was driving down our street
with David and noticed Mary in front of her house. “David, that’s the
lady who found your snake. You have to apologize for your snake
scaring her!” David replied agreeably, “I will, later.” “Now!” I said,
stopping the car right in front of Mary. David had no choice but to get
out of the car and introduce himself and apologize. I told David,
“That's what good neighbors do when they offend someone.” Mary
was understanding and forgiving—she has two sons of her own.
The next time I was out for a bike ride, I saw Mary in her yard and
stopped to chat. She laughed and said “Hi, Snake Lady!” We never
did hear why they moved.

O

ne spring day, I was in a local nursery about to purchase a
wedding gift for a couple we introduced. It was a second for
both parties, and they wanted for nothing. Someone opened the door
causing a giant, inflatable Easter bunny on the counter to sway in
the air current. The unexpected movement startled me. I screamed.
Several customers were in the area and staring at me. “I’m sorry,”
I explained. “I’m a little jumpy (read embarrassed). I just discovered
a Burmese Python in my son’s room!” I quickly paid for the plant
and fled the premises.

For months whenever I would see a curvy piece of something, even
wire, twig, string, or dental floss on the ground, I would instinctively
feel startled all over again. It would remind me of Sampson.
Eventually, David and Sampson moved out to an apartment near
school. Apparently, when being left alone, Sampson suffered from
separation anxiety by doing mischievous things. Once, when David
returned from class, he learned Sampson had knocked over a jar of
peanut butter. Another time, David found a sock somehow placed in
the commode. Plus Sampson was having a negative impact on David’s
social life—apparently, co-eds did not share David’s appreciation for
Sampson.
David is still our son.
But, Sampson is living elsewhere.▼

Fun facts about the Burmese python
They are one of the five largest snakes in the world.
• No worries. They are non-venomous, although you still do
not want to chance getting a bite.
•

•

They do not travel in packs, you will usually only see one
at a time, unless they are mating.

•

If you see a Python shivering like it is cold, chances are it
is a female incubating her eggs by contracting or twitching
her body to generate warmth.

•

We don’t recommend allowing your children to get one.▼
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The Adventures of “Stevie,” the Rescued Dog
By Nancy Knitter
Wow, I have had great adventures since
I introduced myself through my greatgrandmom in the last issue of the Vintage
Views. I was eight weeks old when I was
adopted from a dog rescue farm. I am a Lab
and Siberian Husky mix. (Did you know
there are DNA tests for dogs too?) I was
named “Stevie” because my adopted mom
and dad like Steve Yzerman. My big brother
dog is “Gordie” named after Gordie Howe.
Yep, they are big Red Wing Hockey fans.

W

ell, for only one broken bone, the vet
put a cast all the way up my leg and
said I would have to come every two weeks
to have it recast but hopefully with a smaller
cast each time.
I was still groggy when the vet’s helper took
me to the car where mom and dad were
waiting nervously. I think I fell asleep on the
way home. When Gordie saw me, he greeted
me with a nuzzle and looked me over; the
cast on my leg puzzled him. I got up on my
four legs and tried to walk. I slipped and
stumbled and sat down a lot until I got used
to walking with a limp. “Poor Girl” my
great-grandmom said. She knew what it was
like to have trouble walking when you want
to go so many places and have fun. She has
a bad left leg too. No cast on her leg, but she
uses a cane and sometimes a thing called
a walker. I knew she would understand how
I was feeling.

D

oing all the puppy tricks has been a lot
of fun. Gordie likes to play with me,
but he thinks I am a pest sometimes. He does
let me sleep nuzzled up against him. The
fenced-in backyard is great for exploring the
smells of grass and flowers, the bugs, and
running through the sprinkler. My mom likes
to dog-sit for her friends, so I have play dates
when they come to visit. One play date didn’t
end too well, and this is my new adventure.
A one-year-old German Shepherd named
Moxie was visiting, and we were having a
really grand time wrestling and pulling dog
toys as well as play fighting with each other.
After a while, my left front foot felt different.
It hurt to walk so I hobbled around until my
mom became concerned and took me to
the vet.

T

his vet visit was different than getting
my shots. First I had to get an x-ray of
my leg. That was scary—I think they gave
me something to calm me down. Then
because of Covid-19 restrictions, my mom
and dad couldn’t be with me; I think they
were really worried.

The x-ray showed a broken foot bone.

I learned something… Did you know in our
paws there are four larger bones of the hind
and forelimb paws called the metatarsals and
metacarpals, respectively? A set of three
smaller bones is attached to each of the
metatarsal and metacarpal bones, which form
the toes, also known as the digits. These toe
bones are called phalanges.

It took two months for my foot to heal and
several visits to the vet for new casts. The
cast was a nuisance, but I adapted. I was
able to chew and play with my toys to keep
me occupied. At least I was back to “puppy
normal” for my first birthday.
Hope when I talk to you again, I can have
happier adventures. Hope your adventures
are happy ones! Love, Stevie.▼

Remember these? answers:
A: Book Press
C: Tea Pot

B: Oil Cans
D: Electric Pole Insulators
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Calmness

Build with your hands

By Maryann Blodgett Wilshere

By Sam Seabright

have wonderful memories of fishing with my
dad and his dad. We'd all sit in the small, shiny
motor/row boat at a quiet end of a lake and wait for
the fish to nibble. I recall I was thoroughly happy to
simply sit with them in the boat and to hear the
quietness out there on the smooth-as-glass surface.

y grandfather was a blacksmith who
made mining tools, and my dad built
and refinished furniture. They encouraged me
to make things with my hands: telescopes,
electric devices, photo developing, and many
other home projects.

I

I recall the excitement seeing my own bobbing pole and yet sadness that a
fish would die. I did love to be part of their joy in catching a fish and
proudly holding it for us to see glimmering in the sunshine!

And...then there was the fun I had playing with the still live blue gills in the
cool lake water inside the many-times used bucket as I sat on grandpa's hard
wood basement steps while Dad and Grandpa prepared to “clean” the fish.
But…when they started, I so quickly went upstairs to listen to the baseball
game Grandma had on the radio in their kitchen while she and I prepared
for the fish fry!
Dad would always be sure there were no bones in the pieces for me. I can
still hear all of my family’s chuckles as I could eat them faster than Dad
could debone the next one. But I was patient, and we would take turns
eating next.
Even in the most stressful of times during my life, the almost instant sighs
of calmness flow over me when I'm by a lake or even view an image of
a lake.
I am certain the calm comes from these childhood family times and the
treasures of shared awareness of the lake’s sounds of lapping water, sights
of rippling rhythms, peace of Nature, and warmth of family love.▼

M

In high school, I worked as an apprentice to a
master toolmaker. I worked in his basement
shop and learned the basics of machining,
using my hands—and math—to make
precision parts.
Later, I worked with my father-in-law, a mechanical contractor.
Among other tasks, I cut and threaded pipe and made sheet metal
ductwork. Everything we did had to work, so I learned to make
things that worked; some engineers were not good at this.
This became a valuable skill for my career: designing novel
machinery, processes, and buildings. One example: a machine
to generate parabolic weld cavities for nuclear reactor vessels.
Another: a level-winding machine for coiling stainless steel airconditioning tubing. Another: an energy-efficient building for
testing carburetors with gasoline—volatile, explosive gasoline!
Everything had to work!

Learn to use your hands to build things. It is immensely satisfying
and could build a successful career.▼

